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Abstract 
The patriotism problem from early time has huge value in personality development as citizen. Without patriotism 
formation feeling personal and public importance is impossible. The potential patriotism feeling possibilities extend and go deep 
together with society development.  At the same time certain society development depends on patriotism of people making it.  A 
striking example of such interaction can be the example of the multinational states. Such countries quantity is increasing with 
society development.  Therefore interest to problems research of relationship in the multi-ethnic state is always topical and 
patriotic education questions studying constantly grow.  Feeling of patriotism, rallying people together, spiritualizes, promotes 
bigger output and participation in state and society affairs. In new market conditions Kazakhstan patriotic debt and responsibility 
feeling formation at younger generation has to consider also the strengthening cultural and economic power of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan. Pedagogical potential of the Kazakh literature and the Kazakh heroic epos, in particular, as means of younger 
generation patriotic education haven’t been used and updated yet by our time requirements. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The patriotism problem since olden times excites experts, because patriotism makes one of distinctive, 
patrimonial characteristics of society. From the first steps of person activity there was an awareness of need of the 
general interaction for survival. The integration mechanism had been developed as ideological structure. The society 
needs as mutual understanding uniting basis had been implemented there. The ideology organized all human and 
society life as unified organism, developed the expedient society action program, differentiation of mutual influence 
at each other. The territory and other components unity integrity understanding (language, clothes, traditions, etc.) 
gradually formulated in society the concept of patriotism as love to the earth, patrimonial beginning. 
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All these show that the patriotism feeling had been created as society existence necessary condition. Still 
patriotism has huge value in personality development as citizen. Without patriotism formation feeling personal and 
public importance is impossible.  
Without feeling of the homeland the personality degenerates either in an aggressor, or in the mankurt. In 
both cases the person becomes socially dangerous. In especially difficult times for the country, in transition periods 
or in wartime, the patriotism problem as society control lever and the stability preservation mechanism becomes 
especially topical. 
The concept "patriotism" is one of those few terms which had been treated at various times and eras 
traditionally, and haven’t changed its meaning. At first time it was used during great French revolution 1789-1793. 
The fighters protecting the Homeland from overseas aggressors were called as patriots. 
The concept is protected in number of well-known dictionaries: "The patriot is fatherland lover, the 
adherent about its benefit, national person" [1,  437]; "The patriot is the person loving the fatherland, devoted to the 
people, ready on victims and making feats for the sake of homeland interests" [2, 24]. 
Philosophers (from Greek “Patris” - the fatherland) consider the category "patriotism" as "the moral and 
political principle, the social feeling, the content of which is the love to the fatherland, devotion to it, pride of its 
past and present, aspiration to protect homeland interests" [3, 484], in a lexical meaning the word "patriotism" 
designates "love for the country, devotion to the fatherland, the people" [4, 33]. 
In these definitions, mainly, the emotional and personality to the homeland estimated relations are 
emphasized. But it is obvious that these relations can't be summarized to moral senses. They have broader sense and, 
being fixed in personality consciousness and behaviour, include corresponding demands and motivation sphere, 
characterizes patriotism as moral quality. The demands and motivation acts as patriotism quality in ethical literature. 
In pedagogical literature the tendency to the concept "patriotism" broad interpretation have been observed. 
During the concept consideration, each author adheres to the research subject. But despite this majority of 
researchers to patriotism essential signs refer love for the country, readiness for Fatherland protection, readiness to 
work for the homeland benefit etc. 
Main part  
On the basis of the stated above it is possible to say that in the category "patriotism" the intrinsic directions 
of various sciences are accurately highlighted, and at all visible distinction the unity in understanding of the term 
"patriotism" is observed. In fact it remains, as need of patrimonial association and presents the initial characteristics.  
Such situation was characteristic in all centuries of people association existence, which can be divided into 
two stages - stages of lifting and crisis stages. Each of them has its own characteristics. So, stages of lifting can be 
characterized by quiet development, political stability, lifting of economic and social development, and the patriotic 
feelings were realized as pride for the people, the state, and the culture. 
The crisis stages peculiar features are tests, concentration and centralization in an internal cover, political 
impact, social and cultural stresses that created favourable circumstances for social degeneration. In such times there 
was socially dangerous monster nurturing threat in collective even more loosening unstable society that could lead 
to full ruin of all spheres of its existence and unpredictable consequences. Therefore the patriotic feeling was 
realized at all times as a necessary society stability condition, value of the spiritual plan and associated with person 
internal culture. It might be a reason of patriotic feeling education great value among all people of the world. 
During the training personality as citizen and patriot social and historical experience has been acquired, world 
outlook installations, views and belief have been developed, spiritual needs, moral and political and esthetic senses 
and ideals and a person character have been formed. The patriotism feeling mobilizes society; it participates in 
public relations realization process. Human society development and patriotic feeling training are the unified 
multidimensional, interconnected and dialectic process. 
The patriotism feeling potential possibilities extend and go deep together with society development. At the same 
time certain society development depends on people patriotism creating it. The multinational states example can be 
bright example of such interaction. And society development increases the quantity of states. Therefore interest to 
relationship problems research in the multi-ethnic state is always topical and patriotic education questions studying 
constantly grow. Feeling of patriotism, rallying people together, spiritualizes, promotes bigger return and 
participation in state and society affairs. 
All mentioned above confirms that patriotism is category which is in sight of many humanities: philosophies, 
political science, sociology, history, psychology, cultural science, ethics, pedagogics, etc. 
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At the present stage the younger generation patriotic education problem is one of the most difficult and topical in 
pedagogics with again formed statehood and need of people unity living in it. It is dialectically connected with 
international education problems, specifics formation of national consciousness, valuable orientations, ideals. 
In the Republic of Kazakhstan law "About education" is written: "The education system main task is necessary 
conditions creation for personality formation and development on the basis of national and universal values, 
achievements of science and practice" [5, 2]. It should be noted that social and economic conditions in the Republic 
today dictate need of high-quality content revaluation of education at all steps. In this plan fundamental value gets 
self-development and self-determination of each nation. In this connection the accounting of psychological 
warehouse, cultural and historical traditions of the Kazakh people in their dialectic unity with general human culture 
has to become a source of education content updating of the Republic of Kazakhstan. 
Changes in all fields of society activity demand updating of the spiritual beginnings, deep knowledge of historical 
values, the heroic and labour past of our Fatherland, high self-discipline, will, a civic courage and patriotism. 
There has been created an atmosphere of creative ways search increase educational impact efficiency on youth 
patriotic consciousness formation. Life demands on entering a number of cardinal amendments into the patriotic 
educational process content. It has to proceed from modern realities: any nation sovereignty and independence, and 
all republics as multinational state, democracy expansion of new patriotic thinking. 
Patriotic education gains valuable quality. Patriotism is not only training of certain relations to the Homeland, but 
also desire, aspiration to protect it, strengthen not only defence capability, but also the relations between the people 
living there, and also promote its economic and cultural development. The president of the Republic of Kazakhstan 
N. A. Nazarbayev emphasized that "introduction in citizens’ consciousness of unity ideology and consent is our 
main task for the next years. Kazakhstan is the general homeland for all nationalities and nationalities living on its 
boundless open spaces. The simple and fundamental formula has to take deep roots in present citizens’ 
consciousness representing many nations and future descendants [6, 32]. Along with the patriotism essence 
definition, the President expresses also the alarm caused by insufficiency, illegibility in carrying out educational 
work among youth "in the spirit of high and noble feeling of patriotism, love to the Homeland, people, and earth" [7, 
3]. Such prompt changes are possible to catch and realize the tasks set by time only through the word. For this 
reason the literature and language role during full development of younger generation is great. 
The time requirement dictates need the relation change and to structure of these subjects studying at different stages 
of younger generation formation. Attention allocation to receptions of youth patriotism education, concentrating on 
native language and native literature studying, today it is already perceived as pedagogical influence outdated 
traditions manifestations, specification of national education model parameters of modern life measures can't be 
connected only with national patriotism education. The concept "patriotism" framework extends.  
Patriotism is not only national unity feeling, but also all people unity occurring on the native territory. The earth, 
uniting all living on it, becomes the main tool in education of love and respect for people. It is known that the 
protokazakh people territory all the time of development had been extended or contracted, various ethnics had been 
appearing. The history helps to restore process of ethnic addition to Kazakh people structure in ancient times when 
Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Uighurs and many other modern people developed in nationality, mixing up, clashing, uniting and 
being separated. The ethnic unity, as a result developed as understanding of the Turkic world. And it was society 
globalization process manifestation. 
However, now, even this framework is getting narrower for current condition of society development. In the book 
"Turkic People in Prehistoric" O. Suleymenov shows relationship of the Slavic and Turkic people and proves new 
discipline creation need - "Turkic-Slavic" as requirements of time. "More than centuries Slavic and Turkic 
languages had been studied separately from each other. Today we understand it contradicted the ethnics 
interconnected development nature knowing throughout last millennia the long periods of bilingualism" [8, 7]. 
All this once again convinces that not so far the time when process of globalization will lead to emergence of the 
new direction in science – "eastern west linguistic". Times when globalization process led to creation of the 
increasing associations of the people, huge empires are in the history known. The most significant was Genghis 
khan ruling when he united all people of the East, and his grandson all people of the West. But Batu khan didn't 
manage to bring the grandfather world concept to the logical end: intergeneric discord prevented, and he had to 
return to the native land to strengthen internal positions. So process of society folding had begun. 
Therefore the patriotism problem tends to globalization and in various levels educational institutions contents 
towards globalization, understanding of patriotism as national feeling inevitably has to change educational process. 
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So, patriotic feeling training has to be based on other postulates and, first of all, on the principles of roots unity of 
Turkic, Kazakh and Russian cultures. For this purpose there are fundamentals in educational institutions all types 
and levels training programs. There is necessity of change of the material giving concept, the concept of textbooks, 
educational and educational work. 
There is an obvious contradiction have been shown between the real realities in society development and 
backwardness in younger generation education. That is why between society and youth the insuperable barrier in the 
relationship has gradually been formed. How mutual understanding process between generations can be carried out 
if one of them exists in the present and another in the past? 
As we know the same sacramental question of fathers and children relationship had been existed in the XIX century. 
However at that time forces alignment was absolutely different. Fathers were in a framework of last 
communications and knowledge, and children were both in present and past. Today this ratio have been changed: 
fathers are at levels of present requirements and even future realities, and education holds children at steps of last 
methods and techniques, last methodologies, last knowledge. 
Therefore, it is necessary to solve the contradiction in society development and create opportunities to younger 
generation to be in line with time, consistently continue the education and training upon the transition from one step 
of education to higher level. In the same way it is possible to solve contradiction between those who can continue 
the education and those who remains without the higher education, but with modern level of knowledge, i.e. to 
resolve a contradiction between different social origin youth. 
So, There are all conditions have been created for younger generation education in the spirit of patriotism, humanity, 
strengthening of their aspiration to creativity, development of their aesthetic senses on art unified material. The 
intersubject communications of the Kazakh, Russian and Turkic literatures serve as this condition realization. 
Besides, roots unity understanding harmonizes the identity of the younger generation representative, creating a 
positive background for relationship between youth of different nationalities. 
Thus, the Kazakh literature teaching potential opportunities maximum expansion, pedagogical influence 
humanization as a whole can become innovative process platform of educational work in educational institutions of 
various levels and types. Psychology and pedagogical aspects of patriotic education problem by means of Kazakh 
literature judgment in historical foreshortening and at the level of modern achievements in Turkic and Slavic 
philology field create absolute objective conditions for training and education theory and practice updating. 
In this plan the Kazakh literature can eliminate contradictions in younger generation patriotic education based on 
material of scientific and reasonable purposeful pedagogical management, the teacher can teach to art of live in 
multinational society and based on it promote humane belief formation, the person is supreme value. 
Kazakh epos studying in educational institutions of various levels and types has been facilitated by researches 
existence on folklore and epic Kazakh materials by Russian, Uzbek, and Kazakh scientists. So, at the Petersburg 
school of oriental studies the Turkic-scientist, professor P.M.Melioransky and his students’ academicians 
A.N.Samoylovich and I.L.Belyaev published two poems, "Edige", "Koblandy", written by them, with Russian 
translations. The academician L.S.Orlov work, who had published "The Kazakh heroic epos", is remarkable with 
typological comparison of the Kazakh heroic epos with the Old Russian bylinas, done by scientist. 
In 1890-1900 Abubakir Divayev published (mainly in the "Ethnographic, materials") the whole series of works of 
the Kazakh folk epic according to competent storytellers’ manuscripts, having accompanied original texts with the 
Russian prose translation. For example, poems "Alpamys Batyr", "Edige Batyr", "Shora Batyr", "Beket Batyr", etc. 
had been published. 
Many heroic eposes still cause disputes in the scientific environment concerning their origin in researches of the 
Uzbek, Kazakh, Tajik, Turkmen scientists. Is it time to use this community of motives, plots and start perceiving 
their similarity as manifestation of people unity? The epos possesses huge power, not by chance, V.M.Zhirmunsky 
noted: "The epos is alive people past in heroic idealization scales. Therefore, the scientific historical value and as 
well as great public, cultural and educational value" [9, 34]. 
Establishment of roots unity the heroic epos at Kazakhs, Kyrgyz, Tatars, Uzbeks helped Ch.Valikhanov to 
determine occurrence date:  "One of genres of the Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Uzbek, Tatar oral literature is heroic poems.  
These are poems about acts of the historical people living in the Golden Horde power period.  That is why it is 
necessary to believe that these poems have been developed at the end of 14-16 centuries" [10, 27].  
At the same time with studying of Kazakh and world culture achievements the President of RK pays attention to 
future purposes - people integration of Russia, Kazakhstan, Belarus, Ukraine which has declared formation of the 
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regional integration organization: "Our country will act as the consecutive supporter of practical realization of the 
purposes of this association". 
Besides, the future generation patriotic education new aspect problem solution is connected and caused by the 
directions country emigration policy.  In "Messages" the points devoted to this problem is especially allocated:  
"increase of immigrants’ reception, first of all from the former Kazakhstan citizens of efficient age" [12, с5].  All 
this speaks about globalization process expansion and possible future association of the former people in uniform 
economic system.  
Conclusion 
As we see, approach to patriotic education level at modern level is in an action field of the political program not 
simply today's condition of our state, but also it is future. These entire not simply assumes, and presses for need of 
new approach search to younger generation patriotic education. The solution of this problem seems us in the 
integrated material of the Kazakh literature with all-Turkic and Russian. Such tasks, in turn, raise a question of 
training programs and textbooks revision on the Kazakh literature in educational institutions of various levels and 
types. But development of programs and manuals, textbooks has to be carried out by taking into account national 
traditions, national sources of Kazakhstan people cultures, as a whole, and the Kazakh heroic epos, in particular, and 
as a result - with orientation to modern achievements of philological scientific thought. 
Thus, speaking about patriotic feeling education at younger generation must be kept in mind social aspiration to 
rapprochement and integration on the basis of common goals and ideals and concrete realization on the basis of 
Kazakh literature studying, as a whole, and the Kazakh heroic epos, in particular. In new market formation 
conditions at our country younger generation feeling of the Kazakhstan patriotic debt, responsibility has to consider 
also as strengthening cultural and economic power of the Republic of Kazakhstan. Pedagogical potential of the 
Kazakh literature and the Kazakh heroic epos, in particular, as means of younger generation patriotic education 
hadn’t been established and topical yet by requirements of our time. 
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